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CCIE Routing and Switching Practice LabsCisco Press, 2004
Six comprehensive CCIE routing and switching labs to hone  configuration and troubleshooting skills

Prepare for the CCIE lab exams and hone your configuration and  troubleshooting skills with six complete practice scenarios that cover:

	
    Frame Relay...
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The PHP Anthology, Volume II: ApplicationsSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2003
A compilation of best practice solutions to common Web Development problems in PHP, focusing on the achievement of practical goals by applying well-structured, object orientated software design principles.
 Volume 2 covers the applications of PHP in the real world including authentication & access control, XML, stats & tracking, caching...
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The Austin Protocol Compiler (Advances in Information Security)Springer, 2004
The TAP notation uses two types of semantics: an abstract semantics for protocol verifiers and a concrete semantics for protocol implementers. The Austin Protocol Compiler illustrates that two types of semantics of TAP are equivalent. Thus, the correctness of TAP specification of some protocol, that is established based on the...
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iPad All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	Slate-style computers have been around for a few years, but it took
	Apple to make them catch on with the general public in a big way when
	it introduced the iPad. This small, less than a pound-and-a-half wonder has
	sold millions of units in its first year for good reason: It’s well designed,
	feature rich, and opens up a world of...
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The Knowledge Growth Regime: A Schumpeterian ApproachPalgrave Pivot, 2019

	
		‘This important new book provides a penetrating, novel analysis of the key role played by knowledge when viewed through the lens of Schumpeterian economics. It is loaded with important insights that highlight the primacy of knowledge and innovation to unleash economic growth.’

	
		?David B. Audretsch,...
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CCIE Security Practice Labs (CCIE Self-Study)Cisco Press, 2004
The explosive growth of the Internet economy over the past  several years and new IP-based enterprise applications has heightened  requirements for continuous availability of mission-critical data. Today's  network administrators and managers are under big pressure to satisfy  ever-increasing demands from customers, suppliers,...
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Ultra-Wideband Wireless Communications and NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Ultra-wideband (UWB) technology has great potential for applications in wireless communications, radar and location. It has many benefits due to its ultra-wideband nature, which include high data rate, less path loss and better immunity to multipath propagation, availability of low-cost transceivers, low transmit power and low interference. Despite...
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Knowledge-Based Neurocomputing: A Fuzzy Logic Approach (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2009
In this monograph, the authors introduce a novel fuzzy rule-base, referred to as the Fuzzy All-permutations Rule-Base (FARB). They show that inferring the FARB, using standard tools from fuzzy logic theory, yields an input-output map that is mathematically equivalent to that of an artificial neural network. Conversely, every standard...
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Thinking in Java (4th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006

	Thinking in Java has earned raves from programmers worldwide for its extraordinary clarity, careful organization, and small, direct programming examples. From the fundamentals of Java syntax to its most advanced features, Thinking in Java is designed to teach, one simple step at a time.
...
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Learn Java 12 Programming: A step-by-step guide to learning essential concepts in Java SE 10, 11, and 12Packt Publishing, 2019

	
		A comprehensive guide to get started with Java and gain insights into major concepts such as object-oriented, functional, and reactive programming

	
		Key Features

		
			Strengthen your knowledge of important programming concepts and the latest features in Java
	
			Explore core...
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Sas 9.1 Companion For Windows: BooksSams Publishing, 2004
Every SAS Windows user will benefit from this companion! This companion describes aspects of the SAS interface and the SAS language that are specific to the Microsoft Windows NT, Windows 2000, and Windows XP environments. You will learn how to configure and customize your SAS session to accommodate the way you like to work, manage SAS libraries and...
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Real World Color Management, Second EditionPeachpit Press, 2004
Every graphics professional worth his or her salt knows the importance of color management. No matter how much thought artist and client put into the color scheme for a given project, all of that work is for naught if you can't get your results to match your expectations. Enter Real World Color Management.
In this industrial-strength,...
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